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Thinking so, Anna accepted William Young's invitation, "I do." She replied with a sincere look on
her delicate face.

William Young looked at the crowd rather smugly, like a victorious male peacock, and
with an expression on his face as if nothing had just happened.

Isn't the reason why William Yang invited Anna to get back in front of Lin Hao, Anna and
Avril are both from the president's office, both equally beautiful, although he knows Avril's true
identity, but there are many others who don't know ah ......

Yang William was held by Anna's wrist, his heart has been thinking, Lin Hao luxury car to
Avril, then he will give Anna the most most dazzling and eye-catching Cullinan today.

He wanted to tell Lin Hao through his own strong-arm tactics, so what if you are an
executive of Lin's new investment? You are just an executive, while I am the first in line heir of

the Kashi Group. You are just a part-timer, while you yourself are the boss! You look up to the
power of others, but I am relying on myself!

If you make a mistake, you will be fired by Lin's new investment, but not me, because
the future of Jiashi is mine! Once he inherits the Kiasi Group, he will no longer be a super young
talent worth $3 billion like he is now, but an existence worth tens of billions! Of course it is
impossible for him to have it in a short time because he still has his grandfather above him, his
father ......



And just now he said that Lin Hao bottom is big, only compressed context vocabulary

deliberately said to Anna, the heart in learning Lin Hao real identity, already despise ......

As he thought just now, he secretly said, "A small new investment from Lin, and you dare

to be so arrogant in front of the nobles of Toulouse! When the banquet starts, you will know what

it means to be a real aristocrat! Don't look at the fact that we all walk on two legs, but some walk
on a path paved with gold, while others walk on a path that is just muddy beyond belief."

As for Almand's respect, he thought it would just be that Finkin-Gate wanted to work with
Lin Hao ......

When William Young entered with Anna, so that the party really began!

Lin Hao and Avril in the crowd and William Yang and Anna, who had just entered,
became the two most eye-catching presences.

Anna and Avril were watching each other from the crowd, Avril couldn't believe that
Anna was so confused as to attend the event with William Young, she looked at Lin Hao and

found that Lin Hao had never looked at Anna over there because of the noise of the crowd.

Anna looked away from this side, she was well dressed and very beautiful, but she kept
staring at Lin Hao, even though he had just caused such a big commotion, he did not look at

himself ...... Lin Hao did he have very bad senses about himself ...... was it because of George?
Thinking of this, her heart incomparably hated George ......



Just looking at the gaze projected by Avril, that kind of incomprehension as well as doubt,
made Anna heart laugh, only allow you to attend the party with Mr. Lin Hao such a horror? And

you won't allow a young talent like me and William Yang, who is worth over 3 billion, to attend
the party? Anna, you really are jealous of me.

Even she was wondering if Avril knew Lin Hao's true identity in advance, which is why
this scene of George's incident ......

As for the George in his mouth, he was already lying in the hospital after being repaired
by Jelly, both his hands and feet were broken and he had a few broken ribs, if he hadn't
remembered Lin Hao's words not to let him die, he would have wanted to throw him into the

siren's paradise and let him start to wonder about the rest of his life ......

The host is invited by Jiashi, naturally we have to be towards Yang William, say the
banquet arrangement is also like this, she as a host, these processes are still very clear? Lu Wu

Fuyan Yi Xi Yi Di?

It is just that she took the process card and kept meditating on Finkin-Gate in her heart.
She had hosted countless banquets of all sizes, but a banquet with a member of the Gaither family

present was not something she could reach. Now that she saw the Gait family members present,
her heart surged, her body was a little unnatural, her eyes kept looking at the infield, the staff told
her that Finkin Gait entered early, only he did not want himself to be reported out, let her not cue
him then, just do not mention his meaning ...... which made her slightly regretful ......

It also made her wonder when members of the Gaither family had become so low profile.



The Gaetes aren't the richest in Toulouse, but they're definitely the most domineering and
arrogant!

It's a Gaither family credo that every nobleman knows! And the Gaiters are still

developing, it's only a matter of time before they become a truly superb family in the future ......

"Gentlemen and ladies. I'm the host of the party here, my name is Ina."

"Today is the twenty year anniversary of Kashi's arrival in Toulouse, and Kashi is here to

thank all Toulouseans for their joy, for without your joy it would not have had twenty years of

ordained existence, nor would it have become a super ten billion dollar group of companies ......"

"Mr. William Young, the first heir of the Kaiser Group, is here to thank everyone for
coming and he is very grateful to all the noble gentlemen and ladies who are able to be here
today ......"

The host spoke for more than twenty minutes with the theme script, and finally his mouth

was dry before he shouted in a hoarse voice, "The party will now begin!"
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The party really started, the lights were no longer bright and shining brightly as before, but the
spotlight hit the centre hall on the main deck of the cruise ship, as that was about to be the centre
stage where the big status people could take the stage ......



The first order of business at the start of the party was the ball. It is a very long time
between the start of the ball and the end of the ball.

In the middle of the party, the really big and powerful nobles will usually do a little waltz
at the beginning and then find a place to start talking about cooperation, this is the flow of the

party, the party is not simply just eating and drinking.

Its purpose is not pure, for example, William Yang held this banquet to show that he is the

first heir of the Kashi Group, and to repeatedly tell the nobles present over and over again that he
is a Toulouse man, not a Chinese ......

This is the real purpose of William Young's banquet and one of the reasons why he is

happy to hold it ......

How can Anna not know how to waltz if she wants to be in the aristocracy, as she did back
in her university days? The ground zero closed the ershan steak service? Between them, she
danced with her boyfriend. This stems from the fact that her college boyfriend was also a minor

aristocrat and she learned all the etiquette of the aristocracy from him, except that after they
graduated, they went their separate ways and it was as if they didn't know each other after

that ......

The two of them went their separate ways after graduation, and after that it was as if they
didn't know each other. One of the most dazzling women in existence! She was so pleased with

herself that she swept away the haze of being suppressed by Avril, she was confident and serious,
she twisted her exquisite figure and danced seriously with William Young, her figure was simply
exquisite,William Young couldn't help but look fascinated, forgetting his grudges for a while and
dancing seriously with her.



I have to say that the pleasure that a woman like Anna brings to a man when she conquers

is very satisfying to his vanity. These three points cannot be avoided no matter who is ......

The song came to an end,William Yang lay on Anna's shoulder and blew gently on the tip

of her ear, "Miss Anna, you are really beautiful, I wonder if I can have a drink with you alone
tonight?"

William Young spoke in a gentlemanly manner, but his actions were anything but, he
wrapped his arms around Anna's waist with a strong desire to attack ......

Anna blushed and began to struggle.

At this time Avril led Lin Hao in.

Because Avril was no longer keeping a low profile, her brother Bastian had just come up to
greet her and had a long chat with her. Her brother Bastian's identity was the local Bastian Power
Generation boss in Toulouse, and her father was even a snack baron in Toulouse, with retail outlets
all over the southern city, and her family was powerful, and her identity, with Bastian talking, was
blown out of the water!

All of a sudden, all the people looked at her, and the minor nobles who had come up to

talk to her because of her beauty, all started to go up to her and apologize, and those who had

insulted her with their words were so frightened that they withdrew from the party on the spot after
apologizing ......



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into. Bastian
sits on his super noble status, so that they no longer dare to flirt, and are even regretting it, fearing
Avril's revenge ......

The explosive news, which exploded directly inside their tiny circle of the moment, was
not yet known to William Young and Anna's side, as William Young was still softly softly softly

softly with Anna, ready to take her back for the night. It's just that Anna is a bit of a reject ......

Originally, before she met Lin Hao, she would have been very willing to be invited by a

being like Yang William to spend the night.

If Anna had been hesitant and even showed the intention to refuse, Yang William was not

angry, such a beautiful creature, if she could just casually ask away, to be honest, he might have
withdrawn his invitation ......

"Do you know about Cullinan?" William Young asked.

Anna was startled, who didn't know about Cullinan, the largest diamond in the world. It
was later split into nine major diamonds, all of which were present in the crowns of princes and
nobles as well as on their scepters, and then there were countless smaller diamonds ......

She likewise knew that the presence of the finale of the auction after tonight's banquet was
the small Cullinan diamond ......

Anna nodded.



"I will give it to you ......" said William Young with a smile before fixing Anna with a

deep sharp gaze, like a wolf he was waiting for his prey to come to him in person, he had Anna in
his sights!
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The first thing he wanted to do was to take the Cullinan and give it to Anna, and then to make up
for the Lamborghini that Lin Hao had given to him before he boarded the ship.

After William Yang said this, Anna began to make an incomparable internal choice ......

On the one hand was the Cullinan, which was within her reach, and on the other was Lin

Hao, who was incredibly difficult to pursue, at this point in time any fool would choose William

Yang ......

Just as she was about to speak, she saw Avril and Lin Hao being sent to the centermost

stage amidst a burst of cheers, and the crowd was cheering even louder than after his song had

come to an end, what was going on?

What's going on? William Yang felt a hot pain on his face? Fushan Xi 0 Xi Wu Lu Jie?
How come it was Lin Hao again? What's with all the noise? You're all nobles, aren't you? Don't
you know how to respect the host family?

At a banquet, whoever is hosting the party, everyone will avoid his or her position, no
matter how big he or she is, so as not to overpower the host, but what's wrong with these two?



Before, they were the ones who were confused and made a disgraceful scene, but now
they are not making a scene, they are following the normal banquet initiation process ......

What happened again?

Lin Hao naturally does not need to say more, will certainly western noble banquet dance.
Although there is no aristocratic one in China, but he is also one of the four main family heads in
China, how can he not understand the western aristocratic culture? Just like the current Lin's new
investment, if all according to the Chinese culture to operate, I'm afraid it has long become an

investment of hundreds of billions of dollars hit the water, into the country to follow the customs,
Lin Hao such a person, more able to understand ......

For Avril's identity was exposed, Lin Hao was not a bit surprised, because he knew.

Bastian looked at his sister with a Chinese, his heart couldn't help but harbor fire, which is
why, he wanted to expose his sister's identity reason! It was to let Avril know that he fell identity,
only he had made a serious misjudgment about Avril, Avril did not just say that she liked Chinese
people ......

And Avril also likes to play like a fool, concealing her identity to join a large group in
Toulouse, if not to see the other group is strong, I'm afraid that has long been tied back to the

family within, but also let her work outside? Before the integration of Lin's new investment, in
Toulouse is also considered a superb investment group, after the integration, not to mention ......



Even Bastian felt that if it weren't for his sister's unique status, he would want her to stay
at Lin's New Investments all the time. Of course one of the reasons for not being prepared to let

Avril stay all the time is because the consortium behind Lin's New Investment is Chinese ......

Once it was reported in the news, it would affect their family's status in Toulouse ......

"Lin Hao." Avril wrapped her arms around her shoulders and felt the warmth of Lin Hao on

her waist, her face was slightly hot, while her heart inexplicably felt like a million little ants were
scratching and scratching, she didn't understand what such a mental reaction was for, but she
knew that it must have something to do with liking ......

Lin Hao sensed Ai Weier's unnaturalness, smiled and said to Ai Weier comfortingly,
"Relax. I didn't even think you had such a big family history, I thought you were just a simple
chief assistant of the president's office." At the same time, he deliberately said, he pulled away

from the topic, just to let Ai Weier relax, because he sensed a strange emotion in Ai Weier both

emotionally and in her expression, which made him feel a hint of danger.

As a person who came over, Lin Hao naturally knew what such a look such a

disorientation was all about ......

Avril really emotionally stabilized a lot, the redness on her face also went down, her
posture also became steady and flamboyant, her eyes flashed away and said in a small

self-critical voice, "You won't think I'm a false girl because I deliberately hide my identity."

When she said girl, Ai Weier's remaining light stared at Lin Hao and found that Lin Hao

was not the same, Ai Weier let out a small sigh of relief, how could she be a little girl when she



was now twenty-two years old. Although women don't like to be called old, they will choose to
deceive themselves in the face of their age, but that's all true ......

As for why Avril said she was a girl, because she really hadn't become a woman ......

"No way." Lin Hao said, while controlling the strength of his wrist to keep his palm from

touching more of Avril's waist.

This kind of waist-straddling dance how to say, depends on personal understanding,
some people think it is eating tofu, some in think it is respect for the art, Lin Hao well, is a Chinese
people, then naturally for casually with the opposite sex body contact or some repulsion. After all,
there is an old Chinese saying that men and women are not related to each other ......

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the actual website. In Chinese terms,
that's too saintly, right? It's just that she likes it so much ......
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"That's good, I thought you'd be angry. I was wondering how I was going to coax you if you got

angry. Would it be an invitation to a full Han Chinese meal that I personally cooked, or would I

personally compose a scarf for you, or ......" Avril said to herself.

Lin Hao looked at her serious look, feel not like a joke, heart for this girl to understand
another point, she likes the Chinese culture, so not so little, but so serious!



How can I say it, Chinese people enjoy their cultural identity, when all that comes out of
Avril's mouth is Chinese culture, Lin Hao's heart bursts with comfort ......

The only thing is, forget about the Manchurian banquet, it's too unrealistic, and I'm afraid

that Avril has never heard of anything like the living jumping wall ......

Of course the premise for doing this is that Lin Hao is angry, Lin Hao shook his head and
said seriously, "I'm really not angry."

As they chatted, the song was finally coming to an end.

William Yang kept his eyes over here, and he suddenly stopped thinking a bit about

asking Anna if she wanted to choose to go back with him for the night, because he felt that Anna
was not in fragrance anymore ......

And Anna saw so glowing Avril, the words to the mouth of the choice also swallowed
back hard, she looked at Lin Hao, secretly said, how can I exchange my body with others! If Lin
Hao found out about this, I'm afraid he would dislike me to death ......

Yang William approached this side, he saw Bastian, saw Bastian's anger, and also saw

many of Avril's previous suitors climbing around Bastian to talk to him, saying something like,
"No wonder I think Ai? Fuzzy closed west picketing Yiwu fuzzy? Miss Violet will be so beautiful

and elegant, so her brother is Bastian ......"



He had heard flattering words like this countless times, and his ears had become

calloused.

At the same time, he himself also judged that Avril's identity had finally been revealed

by Bastian, who was usually reluctant to speak out, and he even knew why Bastian, who was
previously reluctant to reveal it, would choose this time to reveal it, but it was because he didn't
like Chinese people!

Didn't like his sister being with a Chinese.

Thinking of this, William Young walked up.

"Bastian, good evening." William Yang took a glass of wine and shook his goblet to greet

him.

Bastian clinked his glass lightly with him and at the same time clinked at Anna. Anna he
also knew, his sister's colleague, and if it weren't for her secretive identity, he might have hooked
up with Anna. Couldn't help but Bastian's heartfelt dislike for Avril had increased another

point ......

"Good evening, William Young."

"Good evening, Anna. I knew you early on and your beauty, I love your amber eyes.
There are not many people in the world who have such eyes and you I am sure are one of the most
beautiful." Bastian said in quick succession and started praising Anna straight away.



Anna was shy, but inwardly she was shocked that the owner of the power company that

controlled half of Toulouse's electricity was Avril's brother, that is, the famous local retail tycoon
who was Avril's father? And there was an even more terrifying family behind them? This ......
earlier still wanted to compare with Avril's heart, all at once withered ......

Avril, how can you have such a horrible identity? If you have such a horrible identity,
why do you still want to work in someone else's company? Wouldn't it be better to inherit the
family business?

But Anna was uncomfortable, she could think of Avril's powerful and horrible identity,
and after it seemed that Bastian's eyes drifted towards Lin Hao with disgust, she felt that she
might have a chance to be with Lin Hao ......

"Thank you for the compliment, Mr. Bastian." Anna replied with a smile on her face as her
mind wandered back.

William Young could see Bastian's joy at Anna and was chomping at the bit ......

He said to Bastian, "When you made your entrance earlier, I could see your handsome

figure already ready for a solo show, but when you saw your sister Avril, you chose to go down
forlornly, I know you must feel uncomfortable at heart because of the Chinese people around

Avril ......"

Bastian looked at Yang William with a suspicious gaze, he sensed that Yang William was

not well. Although what William Yang said was indeed the part of his heart that he was thinking,



it still upset him to be guessed. Who was he, he was Bastian, the boss who controlled most of the

electricity used in Toulouse!

"His name is Lin Hao, the investor CEO of Lin's New Ventures Asia Pacific, one of the
most frequent executives of Lin's New Ventures currently present in Toulouse." William Yang

didn't care about Bastian's unpleasant hostile look, but directly stated Lin Hao's identity ......

The company's name is very big, and he saw the scene at the door on the deck, and he

saw the respect of Almand... ...

In other words, this Lin's new investment had already been in contact with the Gates

family.

The Gaiters were their enemies! Bastian, who already seriously disliked Lin Hao, hated it
even more ......

"Avril is coming over." Bastian smiled and put away all sorts of looks, looking calm, like
a brother who dotes on his sister ......
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Bastian's change of expression was clear to Yang William, and he understood it. In the Avril
family, Avril was the princess of their family's existence, whether it was Bastian, or Bastian's
father, they all doted on Avril very much, because the head of their family liked Avril very much,
and that was why Avril could come out to work!



"Brother." Avril took two glasses of wine from the tray and handed the first one to Lin Hao,
who took it very gently, giving Bastian a wicked look before Avril took her own glass.

Clinking a glass with Bastian, then lies Anna, William Yang and Lin Hao.

The crunching sound of the wine glasses clashing strikes in the heart of Yang William,
Anna keeps looking at Lin Hao, Lin Hao is still like that, calm and relaxed, the kind of leisure and
elegance that really makes her admire, inside such a scene, he still maintains his handsome
manners, elegant posture, calm and easy, such a man is simply the embodiment of confidence,
the existence that women admire the most.

Bastian hadn't actually spoken to Lin Hao, and Lin Hao hadn't spoken to him either.When

Avril had revealed his identity, he had waited for Lin Hao to come and greet him, but apparently,
he was somewhat self-possessed, and his status, in front of Lin Hao, was completely inadequate,
so Lin Hao would not lower himself to greet him at all.

"Good evening Mr. Lin." Bastian was very unhappy, but still held back his anger and

clinked glasses with Lin Hao, who then clinked glasses with him for Avril's sake.

Bastian, the owner of Bastian Power Station. He likes to be called the boss, although
Bastian Power Plant is already very big, with 70,000 to 80,000 employees, but not like the
general public, called himself the president president, is a very strange person, said to like the

eighteenth and nineteenth century as innocent as the workers' movement era, because that era,
only the boss can not have a president, no CEO.



Of course Lin Hao knew why he thought that way, it was because Bastian had been

humiliated in front of the members of the Gaite family, and the humiliation was because of the

Gaite family's aristocratic and thick aristocratic status.

Forced into Bastian's family, they also did not have a castle ......

So you can imagine how expensive it is to have a castle and status in Toulouse ...... which
is one of the reasons why Bolt wanted to get Bob killed ......

"Good evening, Boss Bastian." Lin Hao replied with a light smile, his boss byte voice
aggravated.

Bastian faintly stared, not only Bastian is Avril also faintly stared. His own brother Bastian
has an odd behavior, that is the role Bastian super hair electrician, according to other operation,
early to be able to set up a group, into? Xidian Lu Lu Wu Lu love to serve? for president or

chairman or something like that, but her brother likes people to call him boss ......

It was strange, she asked her father about it and he said he didn't know why Bastian was

behaving so oddly ......

It was a strange existence, but why would Lin Hao put such a heavy accent on the word

boss? Did he know exactly why his brother was acting oddly?

Bastian stared dead at Lin Hao and found that Lin Hao seemed to have only said it if
anything, but that heavy syllable was really said. Bastian was puzzled and wanted to pursue the



question, but seeing Lin Hao's arrogant posture, he suppressed his curiosity and did not bother to

ask, but this question, he still put in his heart, he was ready to find time to ask ......
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Yang William looked at two people like a dumb riddle, feel like they directly lost the limelight,
can not help but some secretly angry, this Lin Hao, a small investor even face are so arrogant, also
do not know if he can be so arrogant and domineering when facing Finkin-Gate later ......

Lin Hao has been brought in this tired, feel is in the waste of time, just look at this lazy
scene, but is not very good to say who they are, what kind of identity, it seems that still have to

wait for the auction to come.

Just looking at the time, I don't know when the auction will start either.

Almand came out from among the crowd and Lin Hao prodded at Almand and asked,
"Mr. Almand, I wonder when this auction will start."

"Mr. Lin, Mr. Lin. Call me Al? Fuzzy Grasshopper Lu Zha Xixi Xixi Dye? Almang is fine.
This auction will start right away, right away." Almang felt flattered straight away and said to Lin

Hao with immense respect, surprisingly being called Mr. Almang by Lin Hao.

Lin Hao was asking in front of everyone, in fact, when Almang arrived, Bastian was quite
uncomfortable, this man was from the Gaiter family, the Gaiter family had been bullying their

family, no, not so much bullying their family, but bullying them, the super big families ......



As for why they were afraid, Bastian knew that it was because there was a super powerful

person inside the Gaiter family, and there were only a few people of that kind in the whole of

Toulouse. The fact that he knew a lot of things about biochemicals, after all, at his price, if he
didn't even know this, how could he still be in Toulouse? His stage, the future is not just in
Toulouse ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do. If I don't say
open, who dares to open?

No sooner had Armand finished questioning Lin Hao than he walked over to William
Yang and ordered directly, "Let the auction begin immediately."

Knowing the overbearing nature of the Gaiter family, Yang William was now faced with

sudden overbearingness for the first time, and for a moment was at a loss as to how to defuse it.

He was really trying to understand that Almand was so obedient to Lin Hao, Lin Hao was
just anxious to ask and you agreed for him, just that this is a banquet held by me, shouldn't you
ask me?

Bastian looked at Almand, this old servant was so overbearing, the Gaite family was
really overbearing.

Just looking at Yang William who kept silent, Almand walked up to Yang William and

surprisingly, in front of all the people, contradicted him, "It seems that the Gaiter family's face is
not even in your eyes as a small heir of the Gatsby Group. Finkin-Gate's status is not good now,
oh I know, it must be that I, the butler, cannot represent anything, but I will correspond with

Finkin-Gate soon."



After finishing his speech, Armand walked up to Lin Hao and bent down to apologise, "Mr

Lin, sorry. Finkin-Gate's status as well as his authority has dropped a lot because of the last

incident, and I, the butler, am not feared by others, but it's alright, Finkin-Gate will come out and
deal with this matter right away. I think he has everything ready to go."

Young William looked at the unmistakable seriousness of Armand's face, and in fact he

had been searching the field for Finkin-Gate, only he could not find him in any case. The purpose
of his search for Finkin Gatt was to get on good terms with Finkin Gatt, after all, the current Finkin
Gatt is not in favour with the Gatt family, but countless people want to befriend the object, the
previous Finkin Gatt high above the crowd can not befriend, but the Finkin Gatt who fell from the

altar, all of a sudden became even hotter ......
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"It's fine." Lin Hao said indifferently. Finkin Gaite's identity he had sort of seen, of course it was
nothing in front of him, but the Gaite family's horror, he had only heard a lot of words from the

landing party, what with the Gaite family's people and how and how, taking a small project worth
billions, and what with how much GDP they contributed in Toulouse, and what with the Gaite

family's people hitting the face of the first heir of some big family again Ah, and then also stepped
on it and said, 'I'll hit you what's wrong', and after that he just walked away, and in the end

nothing happened afterwards ......

He just looked at Yang William, it seems that this person is eaten to death to stand against

him ah, hey ......

After Armand left, Yang William smiled and thought to himself that with Finkin-Gate's
arrogance, how could he casually agree to the demands of a Chinese? This Chinese, thinking that
he could call on Finkin-Gate just by working with him? He didn't know who he was, but he was
the first heir to the most arrogant and prestigious Gaite family in Toulouse!



Bastian didn't believe it either, thinking that Lin Hao was too able to pretend, and couldn't
help but shake his head, casually pulling Avril aside.

Thinking to himself that this new Asia Pacific investor of Lin's was looking too highly of
himself, the family had the most to say about what kind of person Finkin-Gate was. He was worth
more than Finkin-Gate, and that year, that Lamborghini Poison was supposed to be the car he had

already purchased, however, when this car was entering Toulouse, Finkin-Gate walked up to him
directly with a box of money, and even more so, he threw the money directly in his face, to the
beggar like, directly to him, and then drove the car away in front of countless people, of course
this incident was a big deal at that time The family went to war with the Gates family because
there was a very powerful mystery man, and that night as they were about to take on the Gates

family assets in a bold move, he stepped in and grabbed Bastian by the throat and told him that

if the family continued to make trouble, then he would tear the family apart and everyone there

would die!

Bastian's family was the most insane family in Toulouse in the last hundred years, with
countless deadly mercenaries in the family, and the family conference room was monitored and

sealed with high technology, it was impossible for the strongest mercenaries in the world to come
and break in, but this man just came in and threatened them all by himself ......

This man is Bigel ......

Of course Avril wasn't there when this happened, so she didn't know Bigel very well ......

How could someone from such an arrogant family let the Chinese drive them around?
What is this if not funny?



"Avril, this male companion of yours is simply awful. He was able to make Finkin Gatt?
That's hilarious. You'll be? You're not going to do that? Ah, don't be with a Chinese guy like that,
it's a disgrace." Bastian said to Avril, not too loudly, everyone could hear him, and so could Lin

Hao.

Avril immediately retorted, after all, the image of Finkin Gatt submitting to Lin Hao was
one she remembered clearly, not to mention her, but Anna also saw that eternal image ......

To be honest, if Avril hadn't seen it with her own eyes, she wouldn't have believed that

Finkin-Gate would be frightened like that by a Chinese, after all, if she hadn't seen it, it would
have been the same as if Bastian was now looking towards him like that despite being bullied and
humiliated by Finkin-Gate ......

"Bastian, if you don't trust him, don't you trust Almonds? He is a Finkin-Gate butler, a
servant who has followed Finkin-Gate since he was a child, his words represent most of
Finkin-Gate's meaning ......" Avril was a bit anxious, after all, this is her own brother, the two of
them are related by blood anyway, and for him to say that to her face To talk about Lin Hao like

that, wasn't it just putting herself in a difficult position?

She looked at Lin Hao and was relieved to find that Lin Hao didn't care.

In fact, how to say it, Avril was one of the top goddesses before her identity was revealed
in the whole house, and now that her identity has been revealed, there is no woman in the whole of
Toulouse who would dare to say that her looks are firmly ahead of Avril's, but it is such a goddess
who will also be affected by her own joy and sorrow because of Lin Hao's Lin Hao's every joy

and anger ......



Chapter 1118

"Heh." Bastian scoffed, "Avril, can your butler decide who to like instead of you? Surely she can't
can she? If she could decide who you liked, our family wouldn't be struggling to expand in the

southern cities as it is. You know, Avril, to put it nicely, he's Almonds because he's closer to
Finkin-Gate's official family, but to put it more bluntly, he's a servant! Forget it, Avril, I'm not

going to argue with you ......" Bastian said looking despondent, Avril was leading a marriage
alliance with a super big family in another city in the south of F, but because Avril strongly
disagreed, this marriage was halted.

The union was hard on Bastian because he really didn't want to stay in Toulouse anymore
and he didn't want to see anyone from the Gaither family, especially Finkin Gaither ......

The fact is, she was willing to reconcile the relationship between Finkin-Gate and Bastian,
after all, Finkin-Gate was only one of Lin Hao's men, and if she could use Lin Hao's relationship
to ease the hatred between him and Finkin-Gate, there would be no shortage of future After all, of
all the top young talents in Toulouse, Bastian is certainly one, but Bastian has a great deal of
conflict with the Gaite family, and maintaining such a relationship will make his future very

difficult ......

Anna watched from the sidelines, she wanted to go up and say something, but thought
about it, what is her status, what is her position, how can she possibly talk to Bastian? Looking at

Avril again, at this moment, she suddenly felt that the gap between her and Avril was getting

bigger and bigger, except that Bastian couldn't look up to Lin Hao, which made her feel that there
was a slight chance again. She slowly approached Lin Hao and stood beside him, supporting him
silently with her actions, silently ......



The second glance of Yang William caught a glimpse of Anna's small movements, his
brow furrowed, this incomparable beauty, why is she also standing beside this Chinese man, can't
really think that Lin Hao can make Finkin-Gate, right?

If he really could, that would be too funny. He didn't even believe it ......

But Bastian stood with him, with such a powerful young talent standing with him, the
bottom of his heart because of Avril and Almand striking off increased back, how to say it,
Bastian and Finkin-Gate only see the conflict he also knows, just you see Bastian are standing next
to their opponents, is not it because they know their opponents too well, so they will think that
what Almand said is all false is not it?

Even his enemy wasn't falling on his sword at this time, so why should he, a man who
despised Lin Hao, believe it? Not trusting someone known to be powerful, but trusting a stranger,
and a Chinese at that, wasn't that an insult to his character?

He was a man worth over three billion dollars! How can he not even have a little sense of

judgement ......

Finkin-Gate was personally supervising the staff who were arranging the seating for the

meeting inside the long cabin of the auction, he was incredibly serious, "Eh, eh, I'll place this seat
myself." Finkin-Gate saw that the staff were placing a particularly prominent seat and he hurried

up to it.

The staff member was about to say that you are the Honourable Finkin Gatt, or he will do
it. But he didn't dare to say it, so he had to let Finkin-Gate do it himself. Looking at Finkin-Gate's
unbelievable seriousness in getting it done, he thought that Finkin-Gate must be a nobleman with



a cleanliness problem. But just ask, what nobleman doesn't have a hobby with a cleanliness
fetish ......

"Noble Mr. Finkin-Gate, you are simply too serious about your travels, you will be a very
accomplished young careerist in the future ......" he couldn't help but compliment ......

Finkin-Gate twisted his head to look at him, "I'm not qualified for the position."

"What? Earth closed ground steak zero west closed er?!"
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The staff member was so shocked that he thought he had heard wrong, but then he heard
Finkin-Gate say, "How do I tell him that I placed this for him myself? Would it be too superficial

of me to say so? But if I don't say it, does it seem like I'm not too serious, so torn, if only Mr.
Armand were here, I could discuss it with him ......"

He was so directly shocked that he lost his voice and his hearing on the spot, he beat his
chest so hard that he even made a gesture of prayer to God, "I must be suffering from hysteria, I
must be mistaken, but, God, Finkin Gatt is right in front of me, for whom exactly is he so

seriously placing his seat, and to hear him, so flatteringly, who is he trying to please? Who else in

all Toulouse could he please?"

"Monsieur William Young? That is absolutely impossible. William Young is nothing in

front of him, so who on earth could it be? Who is so happy? I must know who he is, I must see.
I will record him and show him to my friends, so that they can see who and what great man the

incomparably honourable Mr. Finkin-Gate respects so much ......"



At this time Armand hurried in hastily, and when he saw Finkin-Gate installing the tables
and chairs in their place, he too hurried up, saying instinctively, "I'll get it, I'll get it."

"No, I want to place Mr Lim's chairs myself." As soon as Finkin-Gate pushed Armand

away, only to see Armand, whom he had his heart set on, Finkin-Gate inquired, "Mr. Armand,
how shall I tell Mr. Lin later that I have set it up for him myself?"

"Finkin! This is not the time to talk about it, Mr. Lin wanted the auction to start right away,
but I told William Young and William Young laughed at me, damn William Young, for not
giving Mr. Lin face! And, on the way in, William Young embarrassed Mr. Lin, my God, it's a
good thing Mr. Lin wasn't angry, otherwise I'm afraid this boat would have been lost, you know,
Mr. Bigel has appeared overhead." Almon said in fear, while all the time recounting William

Young's obstruction of Lin Hao ......

Finkin Gatt listened in awe, "What! You're saying thatWilliam Yang dared to obstructMr.
Lin? He's simply looking for death! Is Mr. Lin trying to get the auction started right away? Yes,
I will immediately go out and order William Young to open the auction!"

Finkin Gatt panicked and anxiously installed the most central one of the seats, already
tired and sweating, the gauze on his face was stained with another hint of red, but he didn't care
about his injuries, because in the back of his mind, as long as he followed Lin Hao, he would
recover from his injuries ......

It was only that he was a little puzzled as to why Mr. Bigil had appeared here, could it be
that Mohammed Katou had also appeared here? If that was really the case, did he have to send his
own mercenary scouting squad? A whisker to cover the service zero dye? What if he did? After

all, finding Mohammed Katou is a superb feat ......



Just with Mr. Biggle strong credit is not looking for death ......

His head thought about it, think this thing wait a little bit to think about, or first let Yang
William put up the auction, or Mr. Lin wait for a long time, but will lose the elegant!

And by then the auction will be halfway to go straight away, their own busy so long

Cullinan diamonds, will not be sent to Mr. Lin's hands ......

"Well, well.We're going out now, this damnWilliam Young, I'll be sure to go up and slap
him twice and show him what it means to live up to the Gaither family creed!" After Finkin-Gate
had installed the chairs, he headed outside, leaving a crowd of staff looking at each other in

disbelief ......

They looked at me, and I looked at you, each one with a look of deep suspicion.

One of them, the staff member who had been standing beside Finkin Gatt for a long time,
took a deep breath and said, "Who do you think it could be that has made the incomparably

honourable Mr Finkin Gatt take himself so seriously?"

"I heard it was a gentleman!"

"What kind of man could he be? This is the former first in line heir to the Gait family,
with all his bullying. I can say that whoever he respects will be, but the honorable Mr. William



Young will certainly be punished by the Gaiter family's bullying, and I feel horrible just thinking

about it ......"

William Young and Bastian looked like they had met at once, and the two chattered on

and on, completely unaware that Finkin-Gate was very annoyed at the moment, and that Armand
was chasing after him, trying to keep up with Finkin-Gate, but finding that, being somewhat old,
he could not ......

You can also see how anxious Finkin-Gate is about Lin Hao's business ......

Chapter 1120

"Finkin' Gator's out! Coming to the centre hall of the deck!" I don't know who shouted, the nobles
and celebrities who were still dancing in the middle of the dance floor, dropped their gestures and
froze in place, the dance floor that was put up, also stopped, the nobles who were drinking wine,
also put up ......

The noisy music stopped, the noisy party stopped, everything, it was as if it was
happening inside a classroom, such a scene, spare Lin Hao also felt some incredible, this Fen Jin
Gait. No, the power of this Gaiter family, the horror level, but also above his astonishment ah, just
one Finkin Gaiter appearance, so high-profile, so that people dare not speak out, this Gaiter
family's hegemony, completely not so little hegemony that he imagined, but hegemony like this!

Lin Hao turned his head to look at Bastian, and found that Bastian's body was trembling

slightly, that the teeth that were to be clenched made a clacking sound, the anger on his face was
like fire, his eyes were dense with blood, only as Finkin-Gate walked in, the anger dissipated, the
blood scattered, and a face compensated for a smile. What kind of fear was it that made an angry

man suddenly turn into such a reparative smile?



Lin Hao was curious, and Avril kept comforting Bastian. To be honest, Avril didn't know
Bastian would come either. In fact, Bastian would have despised such a party, but for the fact that
he had heard that Avril would be bringing her male companion out, and that he, as Avril's brother,
had to come out to see what kind of person Avril's male companion was, and whether he was

worthy of Avril's invitation with such dedication, in order to maintain the dignity of the family.
As for Finkin-Gate, he would not have thought that Finkin-Gate would attend a party of this

stature ......

And Avril herself thought that her brother Bastian would definitely not attend such a classy
party, but it was because of Lin Hao that everything turned out to be botched ......

Yang William also saw Bastian's miraculous transformation, to be sincere, he despised
Bastian, a family so big, why so afraid of the Gaiter family? Isn't it just that there are
biochemicals? Their family had one, didn't Bastian's family have one? We all have them, so
what's there to be afraid of? It's just a matter of you dying and me dying, but he wouldn't have
thought of it as such a nuisance ......

"The most important thing is that you have to be able to be a part of the party to celebrate
the 20th anniversary of the founding of the company. ......" Although William Yang despises

Bastian, but his mouth is honest and respectful. ......

Just before he could finish his words, "You are William Young?" Finkin Gatt questioned.
The anger covered the red eyes, angry like a lion about to give vent to its fury, only in the midst
of such anger, there was also a slight tremble, the fear of some being, which made Young William

both surprised and afraid, surprised at what Finkin-Gate was afraid of, afraid, naturally, of this
nameless anger of Finkin-Gate, he did not know where he had offended Finkin-Gate... ...



How to say it, although Finkin-Gate is now seriously injured, become the joke of the
noble world, but he look? Picking up the west ground to cover the wood flicker? On the spot,
who dares to laugh at Finkin-Gate as they do in private? Which one is not eager to go up and say

a few words to Finkin-Gate, some noble ladies are beginning to tremble all over ......

For example, the famous lady in the white dead dress next to Manny, whose body was
trembling at the moment, murmured, "He's so handsome, he's really handsome in person, I want
to sleep with him!"

"Don't dream!" Another of Manny's little sisters sneered, but said smittenly, "He's
definitely willing to sleep with me ......"

Then a couple of people strangled and fought, where was the private mocking of Finkin
Gatt as a disgrace? Something about losing half his face?

It's like now he's in a wretched state with gauze and her little sister is still saying Finkin

Gatt is handsome as hell ......

"I am, I am ......" returned William Young, trembling.

"Get out of the way first." Finkin Gaiter raised his hand is to fight a slap,mouth are spitting
out spit, you can imagine how angry he is, just after the hit, then directly towards Lin Hao follow,
he walked, while picking up his grooming, such a serious attitude, such a look, let people are in
amazement turned to shock ......



The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the actual person you are dealing with.
Such seriousness, such 'humility' ......
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